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My Dog

Hunter

By: Nathan Zonn
What Hunter Eats

Hunter eats two cups of dog food morning and night. But we need to be careful around his food because he is allergic to grain.

Hunter likes to loiter at the dinner table to eat dropped crumbs from the floor. We let him do that sometimes, but we make sure the food isn't made from grain!
My Dog Hunter

My Golden Retriever, Hunter, is a very handsome dog. He is yellow with beautiful brown eyes and rotting teeth.

Hunter likes to get attention by slapping his paw on your lap when you are sitting down. This can get annoying when you are hard at work though.

Hunter likes to be softly patted on the head. If you stop patting his head though, he will put his paw in your lap again.
How I Play With Hunter

Sometimes me and Hunter will go outside and play. Hunter likes to fetch tennis balls and wrestle with me in the grass. These games sometimes become boring because Hunter will sometimes stop playing and slobber on a tennis ball.

Hunter is not a very active dog. He likes to lay around the house and sleep.
When Hunter gets Sick

Hunter is allergic to grain, and when he eats any grain product, he becomes extremely flatulent and gets an ear infection.

When we first got Hunter, we did not know he had grain allergies. We fed him dog food that had grain in it! The vet said that Hunter was allergic to grain, so he had to wear a cone on his head until the infection was gone!
Hunter is my best friend and my family would not be complete without him. My family and I will love Hunter forever.